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Northern Territory Revenue Review – Submission 

 

Thank you for providing the opportunity for Central Petroleum Limited (Central Petroleum) to 

make a submission in respect of the “Northern Territory Revenue Discussion Paper November 

2017” (Discussion Paper). 

Background 

Central Petroleum is an ASX listed oil and gas company with a primary focus on onshore oil 

and gas production in the Northern Territory and supplying the Australian domestic gas 

market. 

Central Petroleum is the Operator of the onshore conventional Mereenie Oil & Gas Field, Palm 

Valley and Dingo Gas Fields and the Surprise Oil Field, in the Northern Territory and, by its 

wholly owned subsidiaries, holds a 100% interest in production licences OL3 (Palm Valley), 

L7 (Dingo) and L6 (Surprise) and a 50% interest in OLs 4 and 5 (Mereenie) and various 

interests in 28 other Northern Territory petroleum titles comprising of retention licences, 

exploration permits and exploration permit applications.  

Central Petroleum is particularly focussed in supporting local employment and industry at and 

around Alice Springs with around two-thirds of Central Petroleum staff being locally employed. 

Central Petroleum estimates that this number will rise to 75% if Central Petroleum and its 

other related bodies corporate are able to sell additional gas of a volume equivalent to the 

available capacity of the Northern Gas Pipeline (NGP). Central Petroleum also has a 

longstanding commitment to ensuring that local employees (rather than Fly-In Fly-Out (FIFO) 

employees) are used to the maximum extent possible.  

In preparation to assuming Operatorship of the Mereenie Oil & Gas Field in 2015 Central 

Petroleum published its employment philosophy: 
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 Family Values for Working Families – Central Petroleum maximises the number of 

employees who can commute daily from their homes in Alice Springs. 

 Northern Territory for Northern Territorians – Central Petroleum needs to employ 

people at remote locations. To the maximum extent possible those employees will be 

based at Alice Springs and “bussed” in from there rather than depending on FIFO 

workers from elsewhere in Australia.  

 Traditional Values for Traditional Owners – Central Petroleum is committed to 

training and employing people on whose land we operate and indigenous employees 

generally. 

As a result of this philosophy the employment generated from Central Petroleum’s Northern 

Territory oil and gas fields has moved from 93% FIFO in September 2015 to around one third 

local indigenous, one third local non-indigenous and one third FIFO on a full time equivalent 

basis now.     

Proving that this philosophy has become a way of thinking is that simultaneously it was 

accompanied by an over four fold increase in annual local economic activity (ignoring the 

multiplier effect and wages) from $0.6 million in 2015 to $3.4 million in 2017. 

 
Discussion Questions 

A hallmark of a successful modern petroleum royalty regime in the Northern Territory should 

be an objective of sharing of the value of the petroleum accumulation over the life of the field 

in an endeavour to: 

 provide a return to the community, particularly in remote and regional areas, through 

achieving employment and training, improving services and increasing community 

support; 

 compensate the Northern Territory community through sharing in the value of 

petroleum, for allowing the private extraction of the Northern Territory’s non-renewable 

resources; and 

 encourage investment by delivering an acceptable return to the licensee for risking its 

capital to explore for petroleum in the Territory. As noted on page 51 of the Discussion 

Paper the current royalty scheme does not recognise exploration, drilling, capital and 

other costs incurred upstream of the wellhead nor abandonment or decommissioning 
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costs (including mothballing and rehabilitation expenditure). These costs already 

present a significant return on capital hurdle to overcome to justify development of a 

petroleum project in the Northern Territory. 

We provide our responses to the Discussion Questions in the Discussion Paper below. 

Q13.1 Are the current broad policy settings for petroleum royalties, based on value-
based royalty assessed at the wellhead, appropriate? 

Central Petroleum is committed to the Northern Territory with our existing Amadeus Basin 

production assets comprising the Mereenie, Palm Valley, Dingo and Surprise fields allowing 

Central Petroleum to be the Northern Territory’s largest onshore producer of petroleum. As a 

result we have a good understanding as the operation of royalty arrangements in the Northern 

Territory. 

Exploration and development investment causes communities to grow and increases 

employment opportunities in remote and regional areas (as has been demonstrated in 

Queensland through the coal seam gas industry). This community growth and employment 

provides sources of revenue not already in existence for the benefit the Territory.  

Central Petroleum is generally satisfied with the cost burden and administrative process of the 

current ad valorem petroleum royalty scheme, with the exception of the Territory Revenue 

Office (TRO) seeking to unilaterally impose a 50% post-wellhead cost deduction limit in 2014. 

We do not support the 50% cost cap on deductions. We note that each of our Northern 

Territory applications for petroleum licences and permits were submitted prior to the 3 March 

2014 release of the Northern Territory Petroleum Royalty Overview (Petroleum Royalty 

Overview) which first sought to impose this 50% limit.  

Whilst we understand that government policy evolves, this purported change to limit the cost 

deduction at 50% of the gross value for petroleum production effectively introduces a new cost 

to the industry for existing permits/licences/applications which had not been contemplated at 

the time that investment, commercial and financial arrangements had been previously 

finalised. 

We respectfully consider it a misnomer to deem a value for the petroleum at the wellhead to 

be no less than 50% of its arm’s length sales price. We note this particularly in circumstances 

when there is typically no market at the wellhead, the result of which the licensee should be 

encouraged to find a market to commercialise the petroleum. The costs to make a saleable 

product and deliver it to a market may result in post-wellhead costs being greater than 50% of 

the arm’s length sales price.  
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Northern Territory oil and gas is in some of the most remote locations in Australia which brings 

with it the added cost burden of transporting that oil and gas to markets much farther than 

which applies to other jurisdictions in Australia. This higher cost by its nature causes the 

development of projects in the NT to be economically challenged. It is our view that, in this 

higher cost environment, government policy should incentivise petroleum production by 

allowing all post-wellhead production related costs to be claimable without a cap. The cap on 

cost deductions acts as a disincentive as it penalises an already challenged economic 

environment which needs to obtain acceptable investment returns. 

Capping cost deductions at 50% essentially results in the economic effect of the licensee 

paying a royalty on the post-wellhead costs (which the licensee has had to necessarily incur 

to add value to the petroleum in order to effect a sale) which exceeds 50% of the sales price, 

rather than paying a royalty on the true gross value at the wellhead. 

It is our view that any royalty payable should compensate the community by sharing in the 

value of the petroleum, encourage investment, be properly and fairly accounted for and not 

result in an arbitrary financial windfall for the licensee nor the TRO through financial 

engineering. 

Q13.2 Is the net-back approach for determining petroleum royalty appropriate? 

Yes. We favour certainty and support the TRO introducing legislation (after extensive 

consultation) setting out the calculation of the royalty, including determining gross value and 

allowable deductions, as well as detailed administrative provisions. However, any new 

legislation should cover future permits/licences/applications (including the entire life cycle of 

an existing exploration permit application which may later convert into an exploration permit 

and licence) and not apply retrospectively to avoid sovereign risk issues for existing holders 

who will likely have already formed investment, commercial and financial arrangements based 

on the historical method in which royalties have been calculated (including prior to the 50% 

deduction limit). 

We consider a profit-based system can be complex and would require significant 

administrative resources. We are accordingly not in favour of such a system when the current 

royalty system has been operating suitably. 

 

Q13.3 Are there alternative methods for determining the value of petroleum that should 
be considered? For example, moving the point of valuation downstream or ascertaining 
value by reference to objective or published price based on production volumes? 

No. We are not in favour of changing the point of determining the value of petroleum.  
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Operating in central Australia is remote and difficult with a high cost operating environment 

and petroleum markets far from the source. This can require significant time and cost to find 

a market (e.g. a return trip for crude oil truck haulage from the Surprise field to Port Bonython 

is 3,600km being 600km longer than driving from Darwin to Adelaide). 

We would consider it standard practice that the royalty should be based on the resultant value 

of the petroleum, being the arm’s length market price less the costs to make that sale as 

incurred from the wellhead. 

Having the valuation point at an arbitrary location downstream of the wellhead (such as the 

boundary of the production licence) ignores that the market may not be at that point and 

accordingly it would be more difficult to value the petroleum at that point. The valuation point 

is most easily valued at the actual point where the market is located (i.e. where the actual sale 

takes place). The same logic applies if an arbitrary third party published price is used which 

does not reflect the actual price for which the petroleum is sold. 

Financial engineering to generate a result not based on the actual sales price and actual post 

wellhead costs will likely result in abnormal and irregular results. 

 

We would be pleased to be directly involved in future industry consultation in relation to 

petroleum royalties and progressing discussion in respect of any royalty reform. 

 
Yours sincerely 
Central Petroleum Limited 
 

 
 
Richard Cottee 
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer 
 


